Student teacher term lengthened

by DONNA SCHRODER

A student teaching candidate, under recent legislation, will be required to student teach the equivalent of two full semester terms rather than the previously-required equivalent of six full semester terms. This means that the majority of prepared teachers in a wide variety of subjects are being assigned to Dr. Edward Blackburne. "Long before the Ryan legislation, which mandates that the students be involved in the mentorship of their students, the San Luis Obispo City School District has been highly committed to not only university-wide involvement but also involvement of school districts and the wider community." Thirteen departments plus the School of Agriculture feed the teaching preparation program. Blackburne inserted that the program is committed to meeting the needs of each student, including the specific needs of each student.

Poly Royal's shuttle buses

Poly Royal has more than ten shuttle buses ready to transport students from their dormitories, apartments or homes to and from Poly Royal. The new buses were purchased last term after they were the only color of bus to survive the previous term's disaster. The buses are currently parked at the Poly Royal entrance, and will be available throughout the day.

Hearings continue on Diablo Canyon

An evidentiary hearing on energy conservation at the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant Unit I will be held on Tuesday, April 18 at 10 a.m. at the Gold Room of the State Capitol in Sacramento. The Atomic Safety and Licensing Board will hear any interested person who wishes to speak about energy conservation at the plant. Each person will be restricted to five minutes but can submit an unlimited amount of written statements if 10 copies are presented.

Outpost wins second place

A second place award in the best all-around student magazine category was awarded to Cal Poly's Outpost at the Sigma Delta Chi March of Champions meeting. The award was won by outposts from colleges and universities in California, Arizona, Hawaii, and Nevada. According to editor Bill Mason, two issues of Outpost were entered and judged by professional journalists in recognition of the quality of the student's work.

The contest was held in Reno April 13 and Mason said the two issues were selected as a result of a survey of Outpost staff because they "are some of the best issues the Outpost teams have put together. They are the ones that have their own budgets enabling us to put more effort into each issue.

The papers are planned every two weeks and must support ourselves and other efforts for the campus. They are very, very well organized and planned and we are very, very happy that Outpost placed so high in the competition."

Outpost editor, Bill Mason, whose paper won the first place award for their entire staff, including the Outpost staff. The award was given to the best student magazine in the country.

The following papers have won the first place award for their entire staff, including the Outpost staff: the University of Utah, the University of Texas, the University of California at Berkeley, and the University of Southern California.
Students who had photos taken during the registration period for Spring Quarter may pick up their permanent I.D. cards in the University Union Plaza between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. on April 18 and 19.

The Cortiniana tailing Club is having an outing at Laguna Lake Saturday from noon until 1 p.m. Students and faculty are invited to come out for batting. There will be no charge.

"Within four sides tall a 45-year-old actor," said a Mat Pima PI member who will call their "shadow box" poster at the University Union Thursdays every day till Thursday from 1:40 a.m. to 1:40 p.m. for a dollar a piece. The shadow box is a Mat Pima PI color poster designed by Gary Jones, Pat O'Connell and printed by Sal St. Padua, showing biographically the different schools of Cal Poly intermittently displayed within a deceptively wooden box. "Anyone interested in getting one," said Matt Pima PI President, Del Penny, "should get one soon since the supply of 500 copies is the final edition."

The money raised will go to the Graphic Communications Department for new equipment and equipment maintenance and for Mat Pima PI establishing a textbook library. Mat Pima PI is composed of Graphic Communications majors who since 1964 sponsored such activities as the printing of the activities calendar, high school and college publication, the printing of the weekly activities and a graduation banquet.

For further information or reservations, call Del Penny, 564-0140.

A belly dancing exhibition will be the International Student Council's contribution to Poly Royal. The exhibition will take place Friday at 1:40, 4:40 and 6:30 p.m. and Saturday at 11:30 and 1:40 p.m. at the carnival in the food processing parking lot.

The musical, complete with flying effects, includes a cast of student actors representing 11 majors. The musical comedy, with singing and acting at Laguna Lake Saturday from noon until 1 p.m.

A "Trusted Fitter Is Your Best Advisor"...
HAVE A LAUGH
RAT comes up with some ‘cheesy’ ideas

by Susan Stevenson

RAT or Recreation and Tournaments has some “cheesy” ideas for those interested in slightly crazy and unconventional tournaments. In a conversation with J. W. Rat, chairperson for the group, Olson stressed the idea that the committee, which is part of the program board, attempts to cater to student interests by coming up with concepts that “students can get a laugh at and participate in, while in the same time all in the sun and enjoy themselves.”

In the past there has been the yearly team-memtracy race, a Homecoming tradition, and also a turkey-egg toss to celebrate Thanksgiving with a live turkey as the prize.

Last quarter a host of hardy contestants charged their hearts out in a relaxing challenging contest, while others went through the more hair-raising experience of participating in the hairy chest contest. Most recently a bubble-gum blowing contest took place that didn’t get too much of a big bang due to other events occurring at the same time.

Student teacher program... (continued from page 1)

sides, unlike a student teacher, will not have much choice,” said Armentrout. “But he will assist the teacher in grading and may other tasks the teacher has for him, and this will prepare him for student teaching and allow him to get the feel of the classroom.”

Jones feels that there are advantages and disadvantages to the new program. “Some students need more experience and maturity before receiving their credentials,” he said. “This additional experience also may help the student make decisions about their major.”

The Ryan Act encourages students to do their field work early and not fall behind in their concentration or some of this work early, and those students who wish to do all or some of this work in the undergraduate level. “A student will be able to take field work early which will help him decide if he wants to continue in the teaching profession,” he said. However, it may create pressures to compete too much in undergraduate work.

Both professors agree that the new program will not be good for the candidates but that placement for student teachers will be “tight.” According to Jones, approximately 100 students per year are placed in the student teaching program.

This figure has been growing steadily, but limited employment opportunities for teachers may change the growth rate. To meet the new requirements, students will have to be placed in the different schools for their two quarters, which Jones feels will add to the placement difficulties.

The student teaching aspect is just part of the 40-page State legislative act which contains all or some of the new provisions, which must be followed by all new teaching candidates.

The lazy way to take care of your contact lenses.

You may not even be lazy. Just very busy. Who has time for a solution to wet contacts, another for soaks, another to clean them and maybe one for cushioning? It gets pretty complicated to say nothing of the expense.

Now there's Total. The new all-in-one contact lens solution that does it all. Total® wets, soaks, cleans and cushions your contacts. And you only have to use a single solution.

Try Total® See how much more comfortable your contact lenses can be. And cleaner. And a lot easier to use. And there’s a free, fresh lens case every time you buy Total®.

We’re so certain you'll like new Total® that we'll give you your second bottle free. Just send one Total® bottle with your name and address to Total®, Allergan Pharmaceuticals, 2555 Dupont Drive, Irvine, California 92664.

Total makes contact lens care easier.
Striders to host Fresno

by ROBERT DRUMMOND

Track coach Steve Simmona is very high on this year's team. Today he, and the rest of us, can see just how good the Polynesian athletes are.

Arch rival Fresno State will be on the Poly tartan today as the Mustangs will do battle with the Bulldogs beginning at 2 p.m. on the home oval.

The meet between two teams promises to be the closest yet as both schools field very strong squads.

On paper, the Mustangs should win the meet easily, using best times of the year for both teams as criterias. But whenever two meet the paper burns.

The Mustangs are 3-1 in dual meet action thus far in the season but Fresno is one better with a 1-1 slate.

The Bulldogs have demonstrated strength in all events as Fresno breeled-over UC Santa Barbara, Sacramento State and Fresno Pacific, while losing to Stanford.

Poly overcome its problems in the middle distances and the jumps two weeks ago in the Santa Barbara Invitational and must continue improvement in these areas if it is to knock off the Bulldogs.

"We must do a good job in the middle distance events—40 and mile-plus—the jumps and the sprint in order to beat Fresno State," said coach Simmona.

The Mustangs will be led by super freshman Clancy Edwards who will bring the nation's fastest times in the college division in the 100 and 200-yard sprints into the meet.

Simmona expects Edwards to run away with the sprints but Bulldog Ed Jeffries might have something to say about that.

Jeffries, according to the Fresno State track guide, has run 9.8 in the century and 10.4 in the 200. So for this year the Fresno sprinter has only recorded 9.8 and 10.4 times, quite a bit slower than what the press guide boasts.

Mustang sprinter Joe Prince, the only man to best Edwards in the 200 this year, will be back and running after recovering from a pulled muscle.

The Bulldogs seemed to already have sewn up sweep points in the hammer throw as three Fresno throwers have heaved the metal over 160 feet. Poly hammer thrower Ken Taylor has thrown only 118 feet this year.

The Bulldogs also loom as favorites in the discus and the shot put. It will take some great efforts by Scott Covy (discus) and Lamar Anderson (shot put) to get Poly first in these events.

The 440-yard race run undoubtedly be one of the closest of the day as Fresno's Biers Campbel (44.8) will meet Poly's Curtis Ryd (44.8).

The two relay, which usually go to Poly, will be anyone's race this time around. As any track buff will tell you, they are extremely important.

Fresno boasts a 1:18.7 in the mile relay as opposed to a 1:19.1 best by the Mustangs.

The Mustang figure to often the Bulldog edge in the mile with a smoking 440-yard relay team.

Poly men best in led muscle of a second faster than Fresno has run.

GRACEFUL STRIDER—Freshman sprinter Clancy Edwards demonstrates his graceful but powerful stride as he warms up before running a race.

Tennis team has win streak ended

The Mustang tennis team and the Lambert brothers all had undefeated streaks snapped at the hands of Cal State Long Beach in the Poly Tournament over the weekend.

Defending Pacific Coast Athletic Association champion Cal State Long Beach proved why it is the PCAA king as the divers took the Poly Tournament 94.

The Mustangs were second with a 9-1 slate followed by UC Santa Barbara, 1-6, and Fresno State 9-4.

There was no question that Long Beach was the better team against the Mustangs as the divers even the match 6-1.

The Lambert brothers' double team recorded the only win against Long Beach as Dan and Don remained undefeated.

Double's competition.

Both brothers are 19-1 for dual play at this point.

Poly beat Fresno with a convincing 6-1 match but Poly lost 6-1 at UC Irvine, 7-4.

The Lambert brothers, Tom Burnett and Dick Brandt were all singles winners in that match.

The Mustangs are now 4-4 for team play and won't see action again until the end of the month when the team will travel to meet Fresno State.

Both Dan and Pete Lambert have been invited to play in the Ojai Invitational Tournament this coming weekend to play in singles and doubles.

The prestigous journey will host some of the best amateur tennis players in the country beginning Thursday, April 18 and continuing through Saturday.

Both top university teams as UCLA, USC and UC Berkeley will send teams to Ojai.

Some of the top professional players ever, have played in the Ojai journey such as Pancho Gonzales, Jack Kramer, Arthur Ashe and Stan Smith.